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Abstract

Optic nerve head drusen (ONHD) represent congenital anomaly, which is a form of calcium degeneration of optic nerve head axons. They are initially asymptomatic but may cause progressive optic neuropathy. They are presented as acellular, hyaline deposits of globular appearance in front of the lamina cribrosa (prelaminar segment). They are formed due to altered axonal transport, small diameter of scleral canal, direct compression, or ischemia. Frequent complications: progressive visual field scotoma, ischemic optic neuropathy, central retinal artery or vein occlusion, and neovascularization adjacent to the optic nerve head. Useful diagnostic tools ophthalmoscopy, angiography, standard automated perimetry, B-scan ultrasonography, CT, OCT, HRT, GDx, and electrophysiological examination. Therapeutic procedures are medical, laser, and surgical. Pilot studies confirmed benefit of topical hypotensive drugs even when drusen are not associated with glaucoma. By reducing intraocular pressure, the compression to the optic nerve axons decreases, thus improving perfusion of the optic nerve head. The paper presents young female patient with bilateral optic nerve drusen and progressive visual field defects (scotomas), which implies topical hypotensive therapy. After 6 months scotoma and loss of sensitivity of the visual field were reduced. Neuroprotective drugs are investigated to reduce potential visual morbidity.
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1. Introduction

Optic nerve head drusen (ONHD) represent the congenital, developmental anomaly of the second cranial nerve. This is a form of calcium degeneration of the axons of the optic nerve head (ONH). They are initially asymptomatic, but are not so rare and can cause lower visual acuity. Thus, they are also considered to be one of the causes of the progressive type of optic neuropathy with genetic etiology [1, 2].
Their occurrence is most common in 3.4–37 per 1000 adult white people (0.34–3.7%), with a frequent bilateral presentation in 75–85% of all cases [3, 4]. They are less common in black people, equally represented among the sexes, while the average prevalence in the pediatric population is 0.4% [5–7].

For the first time, they were histologically recognized by Heinrich Muller in the nineteenth century (1858) [8, 9]. Clinically, they were described with the contribution of Liebreich in 1868, only 17 years after the construction of the direct ophthalmoscope [10]. A detailed structure was described by Tso in 1967. The author also postulates the pathophysiological mechanisms of the formation and evolution of the drusen [11].

Genetically, optic nerve head drusen are inherited in autosomal dominant (AD) type of inheritance with variable penetration. Lorentzen et al. founded that the incidence of drusen is 10 times higher among members of the family with manifest optic nerve drusen [9]. Drusen may occur primarily isolated or associated with the eye (angiod streaks, retinitis pigmentosa, open-angle glaucoma, etc.) (Table 1) or as systemic diseases (pseudoaxanthoma elasticum (PXE) or Gronblad-Strandberg syndrome, Usher syndrome, Noonan syndrome, etc.) (Table 2) [7, 12]. Antclif et al. state that the inheritance of a small diameter (disk area) of the optic nerve head is a risk factor for formation of optic nerve head drusen. The small optic disk (ONH) and mesodermal dysplasia result in vascular dysplasia and therefore are considered as significant causative factors. Optic disk drusen are more commonly present in vascular and/or structural developmental anomalies of the ONH. Among the vascular anomalies, the most frequent patterns of disorders are two and three branches of blood vessels, cilioretinal artery, and optociliary shunt [9, 11].

---

| Acquired myelinated nerve fibers |
| Aneurysm of the ophthalmic artery |
| Astrocytic hamartoma |
| Best’s vitelliform macular dystrophy |
| β-thalassemia |
| Birdshot chorioretinopathy |
| Combined hamartoma of the retina and retinal pigment epithelium |
| Congenital night blindness |
| Familial macular dystrophy |
| Glaucoma |
| Gyrate atrophy |
| Idiopathic intracranial hypertension |
| Idiopathic parafoveal telangiectasia |
| Morning glory disk anomaly |
| Ocular tumoral calcinosis |
Optic nerve head drusen are acellular, hyaline deposits of globular appearance in the pre-laminar segment of the optic nerve head, usually below the level of the Bruch membrane of the surrounding retina. They are formed of amino and nucleic acids, mucopolysaccharides, calcium, and iron. They represent a dynamic structure, which increases during lifetime due to calcium deposition and consequent compression of the surrounding axons [4, 11]. Among the etiological factors for optic nerve drusen formation are altered axonal transport, the small diameter of the scleral canal and the ONH, direct compression, and ischemia [4, 13].

Tso states that altered axonal metabolism causes intracellular calcification of the mitochondria, degeneration and rupture of the axons with extrusion, and deposition of mitochondrial content into the extracellular space. Seitz points out that slow antero- and/or retrograde axoplasmic transport initiates the disintegration of the axons with subsequent calcium deposition and accumulation. The small diameter of the scleral canal and the specific anatomy of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Ocular diseases associated with optic nerve head drusen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alport syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystic fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed language development and dyslexia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache and seizure disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychomotor retardation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturge-Weber syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth and jaw anomalies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisomy 15q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuberosclerosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Systemic diseases associated with optic nerve head drusen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Optic nerve head drusen are acellular, hyaline deposits of globular appearance in the pre-laminar segment of the optic nerve head, usually below the level of the Bruch membrane of the surrounding retina. They are formed of amino and nucleic acids, mucopolysaccharides, calcium, and iron. They represent a dynamic structure, which increases during lifetime due to calcium deposition and consequent compression of the surrounding axons [4, 11]. Among the etiological factors for optic nerve drusen formation are altered axonal transport, the small diameter of the scleral canal and the ONH, direct compression, and ischemia [4, 13].

Tso states that altered axonal metabolism causes intracellular calcification of the mitochondria, degeneration and rupture of the axons with extrusion, and deposition of mitochondrial content into the extracellular space. Seitz points out that slow antero- and/or retrograde axoplasmic transport initiates the disintegration of the axons with subsequent calcium deposition and accumulation. The small diameter of the scleral canal and the specific anatomy of the
ONH compromise the axoplasmic transport. Mechanical compression causes delay of axonal transport (stasis) [5, 11, 14]. In the younger age, optic nerve drusen are near to the lamina cribrosa, and they are overlapped by nerve and vascular structures and are called hidden (buried). Optic nerve head drusen during life, become visible, and are elevated in predilected nasal-lower sector of the ONH.

Clinical classification of ONH drusen is as follows:

Grade I: deep, hidden formations

Grade II: visible separated drusen (1–6)

Grade III: dense prominent drusen (> 6) with an unclear border ONH [4, 15]

Most patients are asymptomatic for a long time. Rarely, they can have transient visual obscurations in the form of a flicker (9%) but often are associated with progressive visual field defects (scotoma) and relative afferent pupillary defect (RAPD) in advanced cases. The incidence of visual field defects in adults with drusen is 24–87%. Visual field scotoma can be an arcuate, peripheral enlargement of the blind spot, a less frequent nasal step, and a constriction of the visual field. The central visual acuity is preserved for a long time; although after a long lasting of narrowed visual field, sudden loss of central vision is possible, thus indicating complications [11, 16, 17].

Besides visual field defects due to the compression of the retinal ganglion cells’ axons, numerous vascular complications due to ischemia may occur, such as non-arteritic ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION); central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO); branch or central retinal vein occlusion (BRVO, CRVO); intravitreal, subretinal, and flamed disk hemorrhage; maculopathy; and neovascularization adjacent to the optic nerve head [4, 16, 18].

The diagnosis is made by clinical examination and additional investigation. Superficial drusen are yellowish-oval prominent structures that give an unclear appearance of the ONH border, and they are considered as the main cause of pseudoedema. Additional methods, photofundus and fluorescein angiography, fundus autofluorescence, computerized perimetry (SAP), B-scan ultrasonography, OCT (EDI-OCT, SS-OCT, OCT angiography), HRT, GDx, computerized tomography (CT), and electrophysiological testing, are applied in the confirmation of hidden or superficial drusen [7, 16, 18].

Differential diagnosis is significant if pseudoedema of ONH drusen is suspected in aim to distinct numerous causes of the true edema of ONH: inflammatory, stagnant, or ischemic etiology. Buried drusen frequently produce elevation of the optic nerve head and obscuration of the margins, making it difficult to distinguish buried drusen from true papilledema based solely on funduscopic examination. However, during examination, it could be noticed that in true papilledema, the optic nerve head swelling extends into the peripapillary retina, causing RNFL thickening and consequently obscuration of the peripapillary vasculature. In contrast, elevation from optic nerve head drusen is confined to the optic nerve disk. In the case of pseudoedema, the absence of optic nerve head hyperemia, obscuration of surface arteries, exudates, venous congestion, cotton-wool spots, and peripapillary circumferential subretinal fluid lines (Patton’s lines) may help distinguish optic nerve head drusen from true papilledema [7, 19].

In differential diagnosis angiography could be helpful equally. While profuse leakage is apparent in the early angiographic phases of the edematous optic nerve head, the drusen
optic nerve should never leak. However, there is late staining of the nerve on the angio-
gram. It is important not to mistake this late staining for leakage in the early phase; besides an autofluorescence phenomenon and OCT ONH features can help to secure this diagnosis [20].

Therapy can be medical, laser, and surgical. There is no generally accepted and approved therapeutic protocol that is applied in the case of the ONH. Monitoring is advised in asymptomatic patients, while the application of any therapeutic modality is determined by potential complications of the drusen. A large number of studies confirm the benefit of topical hypotensive drugs even in cases where ONH drusen are not associated with glaucoma. With the reduction of intraocular pressure is achieved, which reduces mechanical pressure on the axons of the optic nerve, indirectly the reperfusion as main goal is achieved. Choroidal neovascular membranes (CNV) adjacent to the optic nerve are treated with anti-VEGF or laser therapy [12, 16, 21]. The proposed surgical therapeutic modality, radial optic neurotomy, was used to decompress the head of the optic nerve due to ischemic neuropathy. The method was described by Opremcak (2001) in the treatment of CRVO and was also applied to progressive scotoma caused by drusen. Also successful and unsuccessful excision of drusen was reported but rarely applied [21–25].

The main aim is to provide recent data of etiology, epidemiology, pathology, diagnosis, and potential treatment of optic nerve head drusen. All relevant data was collected by investigation in small samples or individual cases and reports. There is no major controlled clinical trial on therapeutic effects and protocol in drusen, but there are numerous individual reports of topical hypotensive drug benefit. The author presents the case from personal clinical praxis and the effect of hypotensive drug. The presentation is followed with the discussion of current knowledge and recommendations that are based on individual evaluation. The largest investigation found was in Grippo’s study on 60 patients (13 hypertensive and 47 normotensive eyes). Therefore this is not a general therapeutic protocol, just individually based potential recommendation.

2. Case presentation

A young female (20 years old), without prior ophthalmological or systemic disease, was referred to the ophthalmologist at the eye clinic due to changes in optic nerve of her left eye. Clinical examination showed normal visual acuity (Snellen chart) and anterior segment: VOD = cc −2.0 DSph = 1.0; VOS = cc −2.50 DSph = 0.9–1.0; and TOU = 14–18 mmHg.

CCT OU = 616 μm (−5 mmHg factor for correction).

Indirect ophthalmoscopy of the left eye showed unclear ONH borders, globular appearance, more prominent nasally (Figure 1).

In further observation, we performed echosonography (ultrasound A/B scanner UD-6000, Tomey) and B-scan OU: oval ONH changes of high reflectivity. FAG: the time of the arm-retina was regular. Blood vessels are completely and on time filled with contrast. Diffuse, oval, partially confluent changes with autofluorescence of the optic nerve head in the left eye (Figures 2 and 3).
A standard automatic perimetry (Humphrey visual field analyzer, threshold test 30-2; 24-2) was performed, and scotoma progression in the visual field of both eyes was observed in four successive testing over 1 year. The most frequent defect is confluent, relative, and absolute paracentral scotoma, up to the central 15° (in the right eye; constriction of visual field) and inferior nasal quadrantanopia (left eye). After that finding, topical hypotensive therapy (brimonidine 0.2%, which was replaced by latanoprost 0.005% after 3 months due to allergic reaction) was applied (Figures 4–7).
HRT detects marginal thinning in the nasal sector of the left eye (Figure 8).
RNFL examination OCT (Stratus optical coherence tomography); Carl Zeiss Meditec has detected sectorial thinning of both eyes (Figure 9).

Figure 4. SAP of the right eye (VII/XI 2012) OD: relative paracentral visual field defects (MD = −9.07 dB; CPSD = 6.65 dB).

Figure 5. SAP of the right eye (I/IV 2013) OD: constriction of the visual field (MD = −18.56 dB; CPSD = 9.71 dB).
The electrophysiological examination recorded regular answers of parameters, prolonged latency of the P100 wave in the right eye (OD: P100 = 117 ms; OS: P100 = 113.7 ms).
Computerized tomography (CT) of the endocranium and the orbit on an axial scan showed bilateral calcification at the ONH (Figure 10).
Six months after topical hypotensive drug administration, an improvement of the visual field resulted in the improvement of reduced sensitivity. Depth and extensions of the scotomas were improved and maintained during the monitoring period of at least 3 years. The finding was also confirmed by the last visual field testing (Figures 11 and 12).

Relative and absolute paracentral and peripheral scotomas are still present, partly confluent, more in the nasal periphery of the left eye.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

*Figure 10. CT (IV/2013) No pathological changes in the endocranium. Bilateral calcification at the ONH.*

![Figure 11](image2.png)

*Figure 11. SAP of the right eye after therapy introduction: KP(XII/2013) OD: MD = −10.46 dB; CPSD = 7.20 dB; KP (IX/2016) OD (MD = −6.67 dB; CPSD = 2.97 dB).*
3. Discussion

A young female patient with advanced visual field defects because of the ONH drusen is presented. Visual field defect is one of the most common drusen complications in these cases with preserved central visual acuity. Although a patient has myopic refraction, it was concluded that the disk area is smaller (based on HRT). That was more pronounced on the right eye (OD: DA = 1.256 mm$^2$; OS: DA = 1.778 mm$^2$) when compared to the normative values of 1.69–2.82 mm$^2$. That indicated how a small diameter of the scleral canal can compromise axoplasmic transport. The conclusion of one of the conducted studies suggested that the incidence of drusen is greater if DA is smaller than 1.79 mm$^2$, with a confidence interval of $p<0.001$. There is also confirmation that drusen are present in more than 50% of patients with a small horizontal diameter of the optic nerve head (1.68 ± 0.18 mm). Different authors agreed that the chronic obstruction of axoplasmic transport due to the small diameter of the scleral canal results in drusen formation [10, 26].

There are three basic theories in explaining pathogenesis of drusen:

1. Degenerative axonal death (Seitz)
2. Protein transudation from congenitally abnormal vessels of the disk (Sacks)
3. Alteration of axoplasmic transport (Spenser)

The slowly progressive visual field loss is characteristic of the drusen (Lauber) as a result of a direct mechanical compression followed by axonal dysfunction and degeneration. The
incidence of scotomas, as one of the most common complications of optic nerve drusen, is 24–87% in adults with a progression rate of 1.6% per year. Visual field defect may occur even in childhood [11, 27]. The rule in appearance, depth, duration, and the type of scotoma was not determined. The most common are peripheral, arcuate scotoma, enlargement of the blind spot, rarely the nasal step, and generalized constriction of the visual field. Scotomas are variable depending on the grade of drusen. In severe cases, they become confluent to inferonasal quadrantanopia to hemianopia [27, 28]. In the presented clinical case, an irregular incidence of scotomas was observed in relation to the grade of drusen (grade I in the right eye; grade II in the left eye). Savino et al. founded 71% of the visual field defects for visible drusen, compared to 21% in the case of hidden ones [14].

An attempt was made to correlate distribution of scotoma with localization and number of optic nerve drusen. In Grippo’s retrospective study in 103 eyes was found that in superficial drusen (grade III), visual field defect was advanced, while in the case of hidden drusen (grade I), it was the initial, which was confirmed through this presentation. The distribution of scotoma often does not correspond completely with the localization of visible drusen, most likely due to the simultaneous presence of hidden ones and extensive axonal lesions [11]. Thus, there are scotomas with irregular distribution on the right eye of our patient with hidden drusen. Some of the reports noted 76.3% of scotomas in visible drusen compared to 46.5% in the case of hidden drusen [29, 30]. In the remaining half of patients with the first (I) grade of the drusen, in 5% of cases, an arcuate scotoma could be developed [31].

Any decrease in central visual acuity, rapidly progressive visual field loss, or arcuate scotoma in drusen requires careful consideration of the etiology in terms of glaucoma or neuro-ophthalmology background [11]. Concomitant drusen and glaucoma can cause extensive visual field damage, which can cause a diagnostic and therapeutic dilemma. It was found that the grade of drusen and IOP level directly, independently, and significantly correlate with the degree of damage of the visual field. The result is a unique attitude of introducing topical hypotensive therapy in both cases in the aim to reduce the risk of further damage [1, 16, 32]. Visual field damage occurs in 90.9% of hypertensive versus 66.7% of normotensive eyes. Higher IOP is statistically significantly associated with advanced impairments regardless of age, sex, and grade of drusen [11, 15]. In our case presentation of a young female patient, elevated IOP or association with glaucoma for the entire duration of follow-up period was not confirmed, which was confirmed by testing. Flame microhemorrhages that may occur at the RNFL in glaucoma have been observed, but not found. Hemorrhages are thought to have no effect on the occurrence of scotomas in drusen, opposed to numerous and confluent flame-shaped hemorrhages in the real existing edema of the optic nerve head. There are no major controlled clinical studies of the effects of topical hypotensive drugs in drusen, but there are numerous individual reports, as well as announcements of small sample of patients confirming the benefit of topical hypotensive drugs due to indirect enhancement of ONH perfusion (Grippo, Poda-Wilczek, Spalding, Patel, Czajor, Moris) [1, 4, 15, 18, 33–35].

Due to the extension and depth of the scotoma, as well as their progression over the monitoring period of 6 months, although the patient did not have an elevated IOP, after examination of the literature and actual reports, topical hypotensive therapy was applied. The first therapeutic choice was brimonidine 0.2% for 3 months, but after an allergic reaction, it was
replaced with latanoprost 0.005% (due to patient age and frequency of drug application). There is no specific and precise recommendation about therapeutic choice. Most commonly carboanhydrase inhibitors are used.

In these cases, the decision to use medication was made after a regular CT and the exclusion of a potential neuro-ophthalmological disease (pseudotumor cerebri) and SAP findings (right eye, MD = −18.56 dB; left eye, MD = −18.96 dB). After 6 months, the depth of visual field defects was reduced (right eye, MD = −10.46 dB; left eye, MD = −13.51 dB).

An improvement in sensitivity reduction has been achieved, from the initial (right eye)/moderate (left eye) stage, and was confirmed by the 1-year SAP and at the last SAP finding (IX/2016) (right eye, MD = −6.67 dB; left eye, MD = 10.28 dB).

In addition to functional, it is advisable to monitor structural damage by imaging techniques. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thinning is a pathological finding detected in drusen, by using modern technologies: OCT (EDI-OCT), HRT, and laser scanning polarimetry (GDx) [9]. Roh et al. suggested OCT as a sensitive and confident method for the early detection of RNFL thinning in drusen and/or glaucoma [36, 37].

A combination of methods that confirm anatomical lesion (OCT) and functional impairment (SAP, electrophysiological testing) is necessary in making a right decision when and how to treat by topical hypotensive drugs [4]. Recent studies confirmed that OCT is a significant method in the differentiation of ONH drusen from the real edema of the ONH by means of qualitative and quantitative criteria [10]. Both entities are presented with elevation and unclear border of the ONH, and the qualitative criterion helps in the differentiation with a sensitivity of 63%, because in real edema, an internal contour line of the optic nerve is a straight line as well as the widened subretinal hyporeflective space (SHYPS), unlike in pseudoeedema with the undulating line (“lumpy-bumpy” line) and with narrow SHYPS (Savini). The thickness of subretinal hyporeflective space (SHYPS) in edema is greater than 464 μm and in a diameter of 2 mm greater than 127 μm. Using EDI-OCT, it is possible to find out hidden drusen and their posterior border with a depth of 500–800 μm, deeper than a conventional OCT [38, 39].

The quantitative parameter is the measurement of RNFL thickness (total and sectoral) with a sensitivity of 90%, with a significant thinning before occurrence of scotoma in the visual field. RNFL thinning correlates with the scotoma location, but not always with the degree of damage of the visual field. The nasal sector is the predilection area [5]. Observed according to grades, I and II are dominant superiorly, while III is more frequent inferiorly [36]. Opposite to this, in ONH edema, the thickening of RNFL is observed [38]. The OCT findings of our patient show average and sectoral thinning, at superior sector in an eye with hidden drusen and nasally with superficial drusen, that correlates with previously mentioned observations. OCT angiography, with superficial laminar segmentation, usually shows focal capillary attenuation overlying the most prominent drusen. These findings demonstrate alterations in the superficial retinal capillary network associated with ONH drusen [40].

Heidelberg retinal tomography (HRT) provides three-dimensional topographic analysis of the ONH with the measurement of the height of the peripapillary RNFL that correlates with the changes in the visual field. Thus, the area of the ONH was analyzed, and the control HRT of our patient showed total RNFL thinning in the left eye 0.107 mm (0.18–0.31) [40, 41]. HRT
is less sensitive than OCT in the RNFL estimation. It also shows anterior displacement of the cup bottom, in front of the RPE versus healthy subjects [40]. Polarimetric analysis of retinal nerve fibers (GDx) usually detects thinning, especially in the eyes with irregular and unclear ONH border and erased cupping [41–44]. In our patient it was not performed due to technical impossibility.

The retinal ganglion cell axons in the early phase of mechanical stress do not show immediate degeneration but enter the stage of functional disorder, presented with abnormal latency at the visual evoked potential (VEP) in more than 95% (Stevens). A minor clinical study of six patients with drusen but without symptoms showed prolonged P100 wave latency [11, 45]. More sensitive is the multifocal VEP (mf VEP) that allows the measurement of the latency of local VEP response from 60 sectors within the central 24° of visual field, which may be less evident on the standard VEP [46]. Grippo’s analysis of patients with the drusen shows an altered finding in 28% of patients tested with conventional VEP and 70% of abnormal findings with mf VEP [15]. A careful review of the evoked potential of our patient shows a discretely prolonged P100 wave, more obvious in the right eye (right eye, 117 ms; left eye, 113.7 ms). That is a sign of initial dysfunction with normal visual acuity. In more affected eye, RAPD or reduction of amplitude N95 can be seen [9].

Vascular complications and abnormalities in patients with drusen are frequent also. They are caused by different mechanisms if they are associated with optic nerve head drusen. The most common cause of sudden visual loss may be non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAINO). Auw-Haedrich points out that people with drusen are more prone to ischemic attacks of the optic nerve head than those with a small diameter of the scleral canal and without drusen, because the arterial inflow becomes insufficient with their magnification. The younger age is more dominant among them in comparison to the years of life of patients with NAINO. CRAO, CRVO, and subretinal neovascularization adjacent to optic nerve head may also affect the younger population [2, 9]. Our patient did not have vascular complications because of the shorter duration of detected drusen and her age.

4. Conclusion

Young person with optic nerve head drusen is presented, the most common complications and performed findings of the diagnostic procedures that were carried out with the summarized current knowledge of epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical presentation, diagnosis, and therapy of the eyes with optic nerve head drusen. Currently, there is no specific strictly indicated treatment and therapeutic protocol for the progressive damage of visual function and complications that may arise due to drusen. A preventive IOP reduction is recommended in order to reduce potential damage of the axons of the optic nerve [1]. The goal of the applied therapeutic concept was to reduce the IOP with the tendency of slowing down and stopping the progression of scotoma in the visual field, which is confirmed by the findings in this presentation and numerous pilot studies [1, 2]. Topical hypotensive drugs improve blood flow in the optic nerve head, thus reducing potential vascular damage due to the presence of drusen.
Following the correlation of years of life, the morphology of the optic nerve head, and the functional changes with drusen, it has been established that during the time, drusen can cause serious progressive optic neuropathy [47, 48]. The structural characteristics in the optic nerve head cause individual differences in the damages of retinal ganglion cell axons caused by intraocular pressure; therefore, lower IOP is recommended [49]. The importance of this, as well as other medical and surgical therapeutic modalities, especially neuroprotective drugs, is still being investigated in order to reduce potential morbidity.
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